Mapping Wheat Growing Areas of Turkey by Integrating Multi-Temporal NDVI Data and Official Crop Statistics
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Abstract

Wheat is the most widely cultivated crop in the world providing critical food source of most countries. It exceeds most of the grain crops in acreage and production because of its ability to grow in wide range of climatic and geographic conditions. Timely and reliable information on wheat acreages is essential for government services in order to formulate their policies for planning of agricultural production and monitoring their food supply. Traditionally, agricultural statistics is considered as the main source of such information. Unfortunately, existing statistical data of wheat acreages of Turkey, mostly dependent on farmers' declarations, does not provide spatial information of where this crop specifically is grown. Satellite remote sensing technology can enable the acquisition of such information indirectly with the use of ancillary data of crop statistics. This study aims to determine wheat cultivation areas of Turkey as percentage per unit area in a crop map by integrating time series satellite NDVI imagery with the official crop statistics through regression analysis. The regression results indicated that satellite data explained 95.8% of the variability in official wheat crop statistics and actual wheat cropping areas were significantly related to NDVI-based wheat classes. Validation of the produced wheat map showed that there was good agreement between actual wheat fractions and estimated NDVI-based wheat fractions explaining approximately 69% (Adj. $R^2$) of the total variability between them. This study suggests use of the methodology employed here to governing bodies that need to identify and to map current wheat cropping areas.
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Introduction

Crop monitoring is important for agriculture-based countries to effectively and sustainably use their resources. Monitoring agriculture always requires up-to-date and reliable information on crop areas and production through which governments and organizations make management plans. In addition, spatial cropland and agricultural statistical data are also needed for improved productivity assessments and comparison of land use versus natural resources management. This rationale can be applied to most of the countries which cultivate crops especially in extensive areas such as Turkey which is in the top 10 cereal crop producers in the world (Anonymous, 2015). In this context, the knowledge on the areas devoted to various crops is mostly depend upon the recorded statistics, but which generally do not provide the spatial information of “which crop is grown where?”. The information of crop locations can help governments to take responsive actions for managing agricultural policies and assist farmers to market their products as well.

In many countries, land use crop statistics are mostly logged at administrative unit in tabular form which provides acreage and annual production, but spatial location and distribution (Jansen and Di Gregorio, 2003). Even though these statistical data can be displayed as meaningful crop density maps at sub-national level by using simple GIS software, such maps do not have the ability to show location of crop producing areas. At the same time, preparation of detailed crop-specific land use maps is very labor-intensive, time consuming and costly, because it requires detailed ground surveys throughout the country. Land use maps are therefore infrequently prepared and are not readily available for many countries (Wood et al., 2000).

Recent technologies of remote sensing and geographic information system (GIS) provide novel approaches for monitoring and analyzing the spatial and temporal condition of land use and mapping of various croplands (Oetter et al., 2000; Brand and Malthus, 2004; Shao et al., 2010; Gumma et al., 2015). One of the most widely used remotely sensed data is the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), which is based on the normalized difference between the absorbed and reflected solar energy of red and near-infrared light by live vegetation, and which is assumed to be indicative of vegetative abundance and vigorosity (Goward and Huemmrich, 1992; Campbell, 1996). On the other hand, agricultural lands are active environments where vegetation conditions change temporally because of the phenological aspects of crops. Hyper-temporal NDVI data are suitable for monitoring such agro-ecosystems because of their daily global revisiting capability at continental scale and availability at any time. Hyper-temporal data also known as multi-temporal or time series data consists of daily, weekly, monthly stacked NDVI images for specific range of years. Many studies have shown that hyper-temporal NDVI data can be used effectively for observing both spatial as temporal differences and changes in land use (Groten and Ocatre, 2002; Hill and Donald, 2003; De Bie et al., 2011; Nguyen et al., 2012; Unal et al., 2014).

Figure 1. Non-irrigated arable agricultural areas (Corine land cover, 2000) of Turkey

Şekil 1. Türkiye geneli sulanmayan-ekilebilir tarım alanları (Corine arazi örtüsü, 2000)
This research explores a method of agricultural land use mapping with satellite earth observation and ground survey data. Specifically, the main goal of this study is to estimate wheat cropping areas of Turkey by integrating hyper-temporal MODIS NDVI imagery with the recorded statistics and then to map wheat areas as percentage per unit area. This is the preliminary study to delineate wheat farming zones of Turkey at national level by using remote sensing related application. The results are expected to contribute to the development of spatial and temporal land use mapping methods using remote sensing and geographic information based approaches.

**Material and Method**

**Administrative Boundary Map**

The national administrative map of Turkey was obtained from the Global Administrative Areas (GADM) web page (Anonymous 2016) which serves as a depository of spatial data of all world’s administrative areas. The GADM database includes by country, various lower level subdivisions (boundaries of provinces, counties and municipalities) as ESRI shapefile format based on the WGS84 geographic coordinate system.

**CORINE Land Cover (CLC)**

CORINE means Coordination of Information on the Environment which is a programme initiated by European Union aimed at gathering information relating environments such as air, water, soil, land cover etc. The CLC map describes land cover in 44 classes organized in three sub-levels and is presented as a cartographic product at a scale of 1:100,000. The CLC data was produced by visual interpretation of moderate and high resolution satellite imageries (Bossard et al., 2000) and has been gradually updated in 2000, 2006 and 2012. The CLC database is available in both vector and raster-based grid formats. In this study, the CLC 2000 map (Third level-Code: 211, Non-irrigated arable lands) was used to mask off agricultural areas, and thus to limit the crop mapping exercise to only those areas (Figure 1).

**Hyper-Temporal NDVI Data**

NDVI hyper-temporal data contain time series of imagery, basically captured at a daily cycle; they contain information on the variability in vegetation condition in space and time. This study used a dataset of 180 MODIS Terra images spanning from 2004 to 2013. Each year dataset consisted of 18 two-week normalized differenced vegetation index (NDVI) composite based on 250 m MODIS data covering time leg of February to October which coincides the wheat growing season. NDVI is calculated from portions of the near-infrared and red wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum that differ in their absorptive and reflective characteristics by vegetation (Tucker and Sellers, 1986; Reed et al., 1994). For this reason, seasonal changes in vegetation conditions can be identified by NDVI time series dataset. The used dataset was downloaded from the Global Agriculture Monitoring (GLAM) Project archive (Anonymous, 2002) GLAM is a joint research project along with the partners of the US Department of Agriculture, the Foreign Agricultural Service (USDA FAS), the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the University of Maryland (UMD) and the South Dakota State University (SDSU). Their initiative established a system aimed at crop-condition monitoring and production assessment throughout the world. The GLAM data archive provides 16-day composited NDVI time series of MODIS product generated from aerosol corrected land surface reflectance data and water masked using MOD44W (Carroll et al., 2009; Carroll et al., 2004) The resulting V2 WM2 geo-tiff images are greyscale images using the formula "ndvi_byte = (ndvi_raw × 200.0) + 50.0". Digital values below or equal 50 or higher than 250 indicate bad/missing data, while the value of 253 indicates water bodies. The remaining values represent the stretched NDVI values of current land covers.

The 10-year NDVI data was compiled into a multi-temporal NDVI stack image composed of sequentially ordered 180 NDVI layers. Though the NDVI data is corrected from some disturbances caused by cloud contamination, atmospheric variability and bi-directional effects, they still contain a considerable amount of noises that should be removed. A number of methods for reducing or removing the noises caused by haze and clouds could be found in literature (Viovy et al., 1992; Roerink et al., 2000; Swets et al., 1999). In this study, the stacked NDVI imagery was cleaned by employing the adaptive Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter through the TIMESAT package (Jönsson and Eklundh, 2004; Kim et al., 2014).
Crop Statistics

Agricultural statistics are compiled through official records of the Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Livestock (MFAL). Turkish Statistical Institute (TÜİK) is yet the responsible body for the coordination of production and publication of official statistics and authorized body to publish and distribute the official statistics. All official statistical data is disseminated through internet as HTML pages, databases, or PDF files (http://www.turkstat.gov.tr) or in the form of publications or CD format. The agricultural statistics database in province basis and contains huge amount of data, numeric facts and figures such as reported crop areas, annual production, average yield and etc. of all crops grown throughout the country. This statistical data unfortunately does not provide the information of where exactly crops are grown, which prevents monitoring crop conditions and estimation of crop production. However, such data can be significant source of information for crop plans and rotations.

In this study, wheat acreages in hectares were extracted from database of TÜİK's agricultural statistics to build province-based matrix of a tabular data. The matrix data, as a dependent variable, was then correlated with area of NDVI classes (independent variable) through multiple linear regression analysis. It should be noted that the statistics are annual and cover the period of between 2004 and 2013 matching the time span of NDVI images.

Reference Data for Validation

To validate the produced wheat map, official records of the General Directorate of Farm Enterprises (TIGEM) were used. TIGEM is subsidiary establishment of Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Livestock of Turkey and responsible for producing certified seeds of various field crops (90% of wheat) in extensive areas across the country. Currently 17 TIGEM farms grow wheat on approximately 181000 hectares of arable land in every year.

Reference data used for this study included the list of wheat cultivated parcels, their locations and acreages in tabular form for 2013-2014 cropping season. Unfortunately reference data covered only 10 TIGEM farm lands due to lack of data (Figure 2). The reference data were obtained either by downloading from TIGEM’s homepage through the internet (www.tigem.gov.tr) or by hand directly from head offices of TIGEM farms. The tabular statistics unfortunately did not provide necessary spatial data to produce the GIS layer (as polygon) of wheat cropping parcels which are needed to calculate the fractions of wheat in the reference segments distributed throughout the lands of 10 TIGEM farms. These wheat fractions were then correlated with fractions of NDVI classes of wheat map for validation.

This study benefited from the MODIS NDVI image to produce GIS layer of wheat cropping parcels with series of process. According to recent practices and experts’ opinions, mid-May was maximum canopy cover period of wheat for TIGEM farm locations in study area. So, MODIS NDVI image of second week of May, 2014 coinciding the maximum canopy cover stage of wheat were applied to zonal statistics operation with feature zone data of available TIGEM farm borders to extract wheat representative pixels. It’s assumed that...
even the pixel having minimum NDVI value in the boundary of recorded TIGEM parcels represent wheat cultivated spot because increasing canopy cover of wheat leads pixels having higher NDVI cell values. Applied zonal operation was forced to identify the minimum NDVI cell value among 10 TIGEM farm lands. NDVI value of 120 was the minimum one which indicates the extracted NDVI values of more than 120, the threshold value, represent wheat cropping parcels. The pixels with higher than the threshold NDVI value were converted to GIS polygons and then intersected with reference segments to calculate reference fractions of wheat.

The segments were constructed as rectangular grid (1 km²) with Fishnet tool in GIS software and then applied to selection to get “reference segments” with the conditions that they should be completely within the border of TIGEM farmlands and each TIGEM Farm had at least 1 segment (Figure 3). In total, 150 segments were selected in 10 TIGEM farmlands to calculate fractions of existing wheat acreages and NDVI classes inside for validation purposes.

The method used in the study includes; unsupervised classification of multi-temporal NDVI data, overlay analysis, integrating crop

Figure 3. An example of selected reference segments for Altınova TIGEM Farm
Şekil 3. Altınova TİGEM çiftliği için seçilmiş örnek referans segmentleri
statistics with tabular data of NDVI classes, producing final wheat map and validation of the map. The graphical representation of method is given in Figure 4.

**Classification**

Image classification is the process of clustering the pixels having similar spectral characteristics into same groups representing specific land covers. Identification of land cover types especially green covers by classifying original satellite imagery may be problematic due to continuum in vegetative development and phenologic aspects of crops. Using stacked time series NDVI data can solve this problem, because NDVI imagery has the ability to display the responses of growing vegetation throughout its phenological cycle. Classifying the hyper-temporal NDVI data (stacked NDVI) allows delineating green cover gradients, because the classification uses the space-time cube of NDVI-data to extract what it has to offer in differences, as classes.

Classification could be done by either supervised or unsupervised methods. Performing an unsupervised classification is simpler than a supervised classification, because the cluster signatures are automatically generated by the Iterative Self-Organizing Data Analysis (ISODATA) algorithm. The unsupervised classification uses not just 1 NDVI-image but series of images spaced at 10-day intervals and covering many years. Indeed, for a 1-date image, similar NDVI values will poorly differentiate land cover classes (and cropping systems), but time series NDVI data will be able to distinguish agro-ecological differences captured during wheat’s vegetative phases such as emerging, development, flowering etc.

ERDAS software is used to run ISODATA classification algorithm. The maximum number of iterations was set to 50 and the convergence threshold was set to 1.0. Separate ISODATA runs were carried out to define 10–100 classes. In each run, the desired number of classes was produced and their separability statistics which indicated classes’ uniqueness or divergence measure was calculated. The divergence measure of distance between cluster signatures was used to compare the various runs. Optimal run or the best number of representative NDVI classes was determined by looking at peak points in separability values. It should be noted that term of “the best number NDVI classes” is the number of classification run which includes the same number of NDVI classes as run’s number denoted.

**Vectorization and Masking**

NDVI classes determined with the optimal run selection (explained in Section 4.1) were converted to polygons through “Raster to Polygon” tool of GIS software. The GIS polygons

---

Table 6. Crude protein rate means of vetch x harvest time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hasat zamanı</th>
<th>Yıllık ortalamalar</th>
<th>Yaygın fiğ</th>
<th>Macar fiğ</th>
<th>Tüylü fiğ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>24.18 a</td>
<td>24.89 a</td>
<td>25.71 a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>21.14 b</td>
<td>19.60 bc</td>
<td>21.12 b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>18.73 cd</td>
<td>17.66 de</td>
<td>16.74 e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>21.35</td>
<td>20.72</td>
<td>21.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Şekil 4. Yöntemin grafiksel gösterimi**

Figure 4. Graphical representation of methodology
were then masked by using agricultural zones as defined by the CLC 2000 map in order to get major cultivation areas. Ultimately the masked map displays NDVI-classes as polygons of agricultural fields of whole country. The areas of the polygon NDVI-classes in each province were calculated through GIS analysis in order to correlate with those of official crop (wheat) area statistics of provinces.

**Overlay Analysis and Integration of NDVI Classes with Crop Statistics**

Overlay analysis which integrates spatial data with attribute data is one of the spatial GIS operations. Overlay analysis does this by combining information from one GIS layer with another GIS layer to derive an attribute for one of the layers. Here, intersect tool of overlay analysis methods was used. Administrative (province) boundaries and polygon NDVI-classes (by optimal run selection) were applied to intersection analysis so that NDVI classes were clipped by province boundaries. The resultant tabular data of clipped NDVI classes was in form of “dbase” table file containing class names as “grid code”, class area as hectare and province names. The area NDVI classes and recorded wheat area statistics of the provinces were merged into a matrix (Table 1) through which multiple stepwise regression was performed. It’s assumed that there is a direct relationship between area of NDVI classes representing agricultural fields in each province and official wheat areas statistics of same provinces. The relationship between these variables was estimated through the stepwise regression analysis.

The matrix where the area of each NDVI-class per province and the wheat area statistics by same province were used as independent and dependent variables respectively was used in statistical software to estimate an linear function. This function below was explained through stepwise forward multiple regressions with no constant and coefficients constrained between 0.0 and 1.0 because the cropped area can neither be in negative nor more than 100% of the area (Khan et al., 2010).

\[
Y = \sum_{i=1}^{n} b_i X_i + \epsilon
\]  

(1)

Where, Y is the average of a wheat crop area (ha) per province throughout 2004 - 2013, bi is the regression coefficient, xi is the average area (ha) of NDVI class i per province, n is the number of NDVI classes and \(\epsilon\) is residual error. The regression coefficient in the equation is an estimate of the fractions (the percentage of wheat acreage per unit area) of each related NDVI classes which presumably represent wheat cropping areas of the country.

**Validation of Estimated Wheat Map**

Produced final wheat map was validated for the 2013 - 2014 growing season. Validation of map was done by correlating the reference fractions (RF) with the average estimated fractions (AEF) of segments (1x1 km) through linear regression.

The reference fractions are the area decimals of wheat in per segment and calculated (Equation 2) by dividing existing acreages of wheat parcels estimated from TIGEM statistics to total segment area (Figure 5).

\[
RF_i = \frac{a_{it}}{A_t}
\]  

(2)

\(RF_i\) is reference fraction of segment t. \(a_{it}\) is wheat area in segment t. \(A_t\) is total area (1 km\(^2\)) of segment t.

The average estimated fractions of NDVI classes in the segments were calculated by as area weighted average of fractions. The formulation of AEF was below (Equation 3). Trial calculation for “Segment f” was given in Figure 5.

\[
AEF_i = \sum \frac{a_{if} f_{f}}{A_f} + \sum \frac{a_{if} f_{f}}{A_f}...
\]  

(3)

Table 1. Matrix data of variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable</th>
<th>Independent variables (Area of NDVI Classes ha)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provinces</td>
<td>Official wheat acreages (ha)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Class1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>22876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>15703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>23089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AEF, is average estimated fraction of segment t, \( a_i \), is wheat area of class \( i \) in segment \( t \), \( f_i \), is fraction of class \( i \) in segment \( t \), \( A_t \), is total area (1 \( km^2 \)) of segment \( t \).

**Results and Discussion**

**Optimal Run Selection**

Minimum and average separability values obtained from series of (10-100) ISODATA classification runs were plotted to the number of classes generated by same runs (Figure 6). Horizontal axis of figure indicates the number of classification run, each of which generates same number of NDVI classes as its name referred. For instance, Run10 has 10 NDVI classes; Run53 has 53 classes so on. Figure 6 provides the choice of best number of run representing variability in multi-temporal NDVI data. It should be considered in determining optimal classification run that it included the lowest possible number of classes and should also offer the highest value of the minimum and average separability seen as unique peaks (De Bie et al., 2008).

To select the optimum run, Figure 6 was visually checked thoroughly to find the minimum and average separability values peaked in the same run. Even though there are many peaks on the minimum separability mean line, they are small local peaks and are not highly distinctive.
making difficult to select optimal classification run. Those peaks do not show matching curves (peaks or bottoms) on the average separability mean line except two ones. According to graph below, Run53 and Run60 seem to be candidates for selection of optimal run, because only those runs have peaks on both average and minimum separability mean lines. Although Run60 has a peak at average separability line, it has not a clear peak for minimum separability. On the other hand, Run53 has distinctive peak on minimum separability line compared to Run60, which makes the Run53 the most reasonable choice. Assessing separability values reveals that the 53 NDVI-classes is statistically the best result in classification runs to represent the variations in multi-temporal NDVI data and to stratify the area into map units.

**Mapping**

The prepared matrix data was used in stepwise linear regression analysis where reported wheat area statistics (as dependent variable) and the area of 53 NDVI-classes (as independent variable) for provinces were correlated to find out the degree of relationship between variables. The stepwise regression run was continued until the adjusted $R^2$ did not increase more than 1% and coefficients were constrained between 0.0 and 1.0 in successive iterations. At the end of the 14th iteration, above conditions were met resulting in 12 classes with an adjusted $R^2$ of 95.8 and the coefficients ordered between 0.204 and 0.910 (Table 2).

The coefficients computed for 12 classes represent estimated fractions (EF) of wheat as percent per pixel and were used to produce wheat cultivated area map of the country (Figure 7).

The results of regression indicate that almost all variability was explained by NDVI classes with an adjusted $R^2$ of 95.8, which makes the NDVI data good predictor of final wheat map. The wheat map reflects quantitatively the wheat cropping area status from 2004 to 2013.

**Map Validation**

The reference fractions of wheat in segments were correlated with the fractions of NDVI-classes per segment through linear regression. The validation results showed that there was a good agreement between estimated fractions presented in NDVI based wheat map and reference fractions of wheat cultivated lands. The estimated wheat map explained approximately 69% of the total variability between sampled segments (Table 3). The variability between segments of a single NDVI class seems however to be high because defined units are internally heterogeneous. This is known as mixed parcels effects resulted from variability of landcover, which is quite applicable to this study. Even though the parcels in TIGEM farm lands are cultivated mostly with wheat, considerable amount of land is also reserved for barley cropping, which causes reference wheat parcels to have some barley pixels making the accuracy to decrease. Additional spatial information or higher resolution imagery could improve to capture this heterogeneity at the local level. Produced wheat map is therefore considered to have an amount of generalization and to be a small scale map.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NDVI Class</th>
<th>Coefficients</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>Significance (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class39</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class30</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class20</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>13.70</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class46</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class40</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class27</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class11</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class18</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class6</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class50</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class24</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>4.64</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class42</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ünal ve De Bie “Zaman Serisi NDVI Verileri ve Resmi Tarım İstatistikleri Kullanarak Türkiye Buğday Alanlarının Haritalandırılması”

Şekil 7. Buğday alanlarının birim alandaki yüzdelik hesaplanması için uygulanan aşamalı doğrusal regresyon analizi sonucu.
Conclusions

Crop production and yield estimation are important and critical aims of monitoring agriculture to prepare effective management of policies. Before to reach these goals, there is a question of “where the crops are sown” that should be answered. Furthermore, timely and accurate estimation of cropped areas is also required for proper agricultural planning. In this context, this study focused on mapping wheat cultivation areas by using satellite imagery and crop statistics.

The method employed in this study suggests that recorded crop statistics can be used in combination with satellite derived NDVI data to identify and map the areas where wheat crop is grown. The method applied in this research makes use of analysis of NDVI imagery using unsupervised ISODATA clustering algorithm. The distinctive behaviors of crop can be distinguished from other vegetation types through analysis of their respective phenologies captured by temporal clustered hyper-temporal NDVI image (Guo et al. 2008). Indeed, the study results showed that NDVI time series has the ability to capture the crop phenologies and thus has a good relationship with the wheat cropping areas which represent interconnected NDVI classes having similar vegetation growth patterns during the cultivation season. The wheat map derived from regression analysis indicate that almost 96% of the variation in wheat cropping areas was explained by NDVI classes making MODIS NDVI data a good predictor. This good relationship also supports the notion that NDVI data comprises the combined effects of varying environmental attributes such as soil properties, temperature, rainfall, etc.). Similar studies also refer this relationship between NDVI and crops statistics data. Khan et al., 2010 and De Bie et al., 2008 found high correlations with adjusted R² of 98% and 98.8% respectively for winter wheat map produced by employing method of direct mapping with primary field data.

The validation of produced wheat maps, which is based on the average fractions of wheat in reference segments showed that almost 68.7% (adjusted R²) of the variability was explained by NDVI class data. This indicates that the wheat map has large degree of generality as a result of low spatial resolution satellite imagery used, the pixel of which not only covers wheat cultivated areas but also other land cover types. When compared to study results (Verberien et al., 2008) where reported accuracy was found 39% with the method of linear mixture model, our validation accuracy is quite acceptable. In another study (Wardlow and Egbert, 2008) which used a decision tree classifier methodology to cluster NDVI time series data, reported classification accuracy was about 84% for the summer crop map. Even though the prepared wheat map wasn’t so good due to moderate validation accuracy (69%), this work was basically a kind of prediction model at the end and so it could be incorporated into remote sensing based studies like crop acreage estimation, crop growth monitoring, crop pattern mapping and drought watch and early warning. It should be noted that accuracy of the prepared maps is also dependent on the quality of reported statistics. Such maps can be further improved and regularly updated by using higher spatial resolution hyper-temporal images and detailed spatial data.

It’s concluded that NDVI data seems suitable and good predictor to map cropping areas in combination with ancillary data such as reported statistics. It’s found the hyper-temporal NDVI data have a good correlation with spatial diversity of wheat crop grown indicating that NDVI alone explained a substantial portion of the variability in wheat areas. The employed method here can produce up-to-date crop maps with a cheap labor, less time consuming and reasonable degree of accuracy, which can help the policy makers to develop new strategies concerning management of natural resources, food supply and security issues.
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